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Two words first: It can make it easier to figure out what we have by its list of available modules. For example, many times we
might want to know whether a document class exists or a particular data type or function. Additionally, using this lookup

capability I can get acquainted much more easily with the nomenclature, which I really prefer because I would like to see what
we can do before I select one method or another. Here is a list of some of the stuff we have in the More Matlab Modules

section: Image Processing and Computer Vision - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on Image Processing and
Computer Vision. Numerical Methods and Algorithms - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on Numerical

Methods and Algorithms. Statistics - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on Statistics. Statistics Application
Programming Interface (SPI) - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on Statistics Application Programming

Interface (SPI). Statistics Toolbox - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on Statistics Toolbox. Statistics
Visualization - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on Statistics Visualization. Statistics, Machine Learning and
Data Mining - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on Statistics, Machine Learning and Data Mining. Statistics,

Machine Learning, and Data Mining Scripting Language (Spin) - Search this site's pages to locate our documentation on
Statistics, Machine Learning, and Data Mining Scripting Language (Spin). M is the name of the software environment that can

be used to run MATLAB with graphical user interfaces or batch processing. This environment is available for Windows,
Macintosh, and Linux systems. MATLAB® 7.0 and later supports a number of options that are accessible using the command
line. These options include the ability to create a shortcut to MATLAB and the ability to install the MATLAB tools. What is
MATLAB? MATLAB® is a proprietary environment that provides a set of tools and packages for numerical computing and
mathematical visualization. This environment provides a set of commands, called M-files, that can be used to solve a wide

variety of mathematical problems. MATLAB is commonly used in the areas of scientific and engineering applications.
MATLAB provides a wide variety of commands and tools for performing numerical analysis, plotting data, and statistical

computing. Graphical tools are available for several types of visualization. 3e33713323
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